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Overview
As the locum tenens experts, Barton
Associates prides itself on being at the
forefront of a rapidly growing, multibillion dollar industry. Our mission is
to provide best-in-class healthcare
staffing services to our clients and
providers through locum tenens
staffing - and every day, our clients and
providers rely on us to have the best
knowledge, information, and resources
in the field.
Just as a true expert seeks out
opportunities to stay up-to-date on
their craft, Barton Associates is

constantly learning how to better
help our providers and clients.
Understanding their motivations, what
they like and dislike allows us to better
understand the locum tenens market
and fulfill our mission.
This study is a culmination of that desire
to learn. The goal of this publication
is to be an independent approach to
the state of the locum tenens market,
a valuable resource for students,
healthcare providers, clients, and you,
the reader. We hope that you’ll read on.

Methodology
Barton Associates’ 2020 General
Locum Survey is based on the answers
to questionnaires sent via email to
physicians, NPs, PAs, CRNAs and dentists
nationwide.
The survey was conducted in May
and June in 2020, during which time
questionnaires were emailed to a
proprietary list of providers, who

were either known to practice on
a temporary basis or known to be
retired, work full-time or otherwise
not participate in locum tenens work.
Respondents were self-selected, and
chose to participate of their own
volition. Respondents who completed
the survey in its entirety were entered
for the chance to win a $100 Amazon
gift card.
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Part 1 : Demographics
Which provider type are you?
Of the 1,733 respondents to Barton Associates’ General Locum Survey, more than half
had taken a locum tenens assignment before. Of those that had never taken an
assignment, 93% were familiar with this career path, and 89% expressed an interest in
trying locum work.
The breakdown by provider type was:

Respondents’ Provider Type

12%

12.8%

Physicians

48.6%

23.3%

NPs
PAs
Dentists
Others

Of our respondents, 28.8% specialize in family practice, 8.5% in psychiatry, and 8%
in emergency medicine. More than 100 specialties (across all provider types) were
represented in our survey respondent group.
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Part 2 : Locum Work History
Have you completed a locum tenens assignment?
We asked our respondents whether they had ever taken a locum tenens assignment,
and out of 1,733 respondents, 943 providers said they had (54%).
Upon looking at this data more, we found that CRNAs and physicians were most likely
to have locum experience out of all provider types, at 66% and 63% respectively.

Percent of Providers Who Completed a Locum Assignment

66%

63%

59%
44%

CRNAs

Physicians

Dentists

NPs

36%

PAs

Different Types of Locum Providers
On average, how many days per year do you work on locum tenens assignments?
In this portion of the questionnaire, respondents had a chance to categorize
themselves and tell us the number of days that they work locum assignments per
year. The most significant categories were:
Full Time Locum Providers:
11% of the respondents
told us they were full-time
locum providers. These
providers worked an
average of 216 days (or
about forty three weeks!)
of locum work per year,
and have completed
an average of 28 locum
assignments.

Part Time Locum Providers:
26% of our respondents do
locum tenens work part
time, either in addition to
their permanent positions,
or independently. These
providers find time for
an average of 62 days
(12 weeks) of locum work
per year.
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Semi Retired:
11% said they are semiretired and working part
time as a locum provider.
These providers averaged
110 days (22 weeks) of
locum work per year. We
will take a closer look at
what these providers
appreciate about their
locum lifestyle later on.
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Part 3 : Locum Tenens - Through The Lens
Of Experience
How many years have you been in practice?
We asked our respondents to tell us about their level of experience. In this section,
we are going to explore how people at different stages of their career look at locum
tenens - why they started, what they like & dislike about locum tenens work, and why
they keep doing it.

Providers By Years in Practice

30.2%

14.4%

32.3%

20%
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Resident/Fellow
Less than 5 years
5-15 years
15-30 years
30+ years
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3A: Experience Level and Locum Assignment Completion
Have you completed a locum tenens assignment?

Providers Who Completed a Locum Assignment, By Experience Level

65.5%

68.0%

53.%
40.3%

15.2%
30+ years

As you can see from the chart above, the percentage of providers who have
completed at least one locum assignment goes up as our respondents gain
experience.
Obviously, the element of time spent in practice makes it more likely that a provider
will eventually give locum tenens a try.

That said, the pattern strongly supports the idea that locum tenens
is well suited for providers in the second half of their careers.
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3B: Reasons For Starting Locum Work
Why did you start locum tenens work?
At Barton Associates, we love to learn why our providers chose to do locum tenens
work. We asked the above question in our survey, and were interested to see
whether the answers had any correlation with our respondents’ locum tenens
careers. The top three reasons for starting locum tenens work were as follows:

Top Reasons For Starting Locum Tenens Work

44%

Control of schedule

37%

Greater earning potential

31%
Travel

To determine whether or not the reasons for starting had any correlation with the
amount that providers worked, we looked at the number of days worked as a locum,
through the lens of reasons for starting.
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Average Number of Days Worked, By Reason for Starting

As seen in the illustration above, providers who started locum work to learn new
skills and travel are also the ones that do locum work the most. We thought that this
made sense - after all, part of learning new skills is gaining experience. If we think
of days worked as time spent honing new skills, it makes sense that providers with
the intention of improving their skillsets choose to work more days overall. Similarly
for travel, more days on locum tenens assignments means more potential travel
destinations!
Although we usually see competitive pay as one of the key reasons providers do
locum tenens work, we found it interesting that providers with this reason worked
less days than average. Could it be that many of those who pursue locum work for
greater earning potential are using locum tenens as supplemental income?
Lastly, we saw that providers who started locum work in order to keep their skills
sharp or maintain licenses worked the least days overall. Could this be because
providers who started for these reasons tend to be later in their careers, and
maintain a semi-retired status? We’ll discuss experience level and reasons for
continuing locum work later, so stay tuned.
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3C: Experience Level and Favorite Parts of Locum Tenens
What is your favorite part of locum tenens? (choose all that apply)
In this portion of our survey, we asked our respondents to tell us their favorite parts
of locum tenens work. We gave them four options, and they could choose as many
options as they wanted.
Controlling one’s schedule was the most popular answer, as 69% agreed that this is
a perk of locum tenens work. This was followed by the idea of avoiding office politics
(47%) and competitive pay (46%). 37% of providers said that travel was among their
favorite parts of locum tenens work.

Favorite Parts of Locum Work
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Through the Lens of Experience
Even though Control of Schedule was popular across all experience levels, this
question reveals some interesting details when broken down by experience.
Specifically, we see how providers in the early stages of their careers value the
earning potential and the travel aspects much more than their more experienced
colleagues.

Competitive Pay

67%

46%

On Competitive Pay
When considering the unique needs of healthcare
professionals early in their careers, this insight begins
to make sense. With overwhelming student loans to
pay, many new graduates find themselves eager to
take advantage of positions with the highest earning
potential. As we have seen before, locum tenens
positions often pay more than permanent ones.

Average
Favorite Parts of Locum
Work: Providers Who Chose
Competitive Pay

On Travel
As for willingness to travel, it is possible that new
graduates, having been tied to one location for medical
school and training, value the opportunity to relocate. At
the beginning of their careers and unencumbered with
family ties, newer practitioners in particular may choose to
take advantage of the possibilities available to them. With
temporary, contract work, these providers can see new
parts of the country, experience different practice settings,
and create an expansive background on which to start
their medical careers.

Travel

43%

37%

Average
Favorite Parts of Locum Work:
Providers Who Chose Travel
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3D: Experience Level and Least Favorite Part of Locum Tenens
What is your least favorite part of locum tenens?
Locum Tenens work is still work, and there are certainly elements that are different
from traditional, full time employment. When we asked our respondents to indicate
parts of the locum experience they enjoyed the least, the credentialing and licensing
requirements were most often mentioned as a pain point.
Locum work can require traveling often. To our respondents, traveling seems just like
part of the job, as only 17% listed this as something they do not enjoy.

Least Favorite Parts of Locum Work

Providers across all experience levels agree that going through frequent
credentialing and licensing is their least favorite part of locum work. When it comes
to least favorite parts, however, we can see some other interesting details when
looking through the lens of experience.

For example, providers with less experience are more likely to
name frequently changing settings and lack of benefits as a least
favorite part of locum tenens work.
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31%

On Frequent Change of Setting

27%

Average

23%

30+ years

Least Favorite Parts of Locum
Work: Providers Who Chose
Frequent Change of Setting

Interestingly, when we look at percentage of
providers who chose this among their least
favorite parts of Locum Tenens work, a pattern
emerges based on level of experience. On
average, 27% of providers named frequent
change in setting among their least favorite
parts of locum work - but among providers with
less than 5 years experience, that percentage is
31%. For providers with 30+ years in practice, the
percentage is only 23% - demonstrating that in
this survey, the concern of changing settings
decreases with time in practice. It may be safe
to assume that people get more comfortable
with the locum lifestyle the more experience
they have!

On Concern About Lack Of Benefits
Similarly, concerns around lack of benefits
drop drastically with experience, as only 31%
of providers with over 30 years of experience
mention this, compared to the average
across all experience levels of 42%. For
comparison, 53% of providers with less than 5
years of experience chose this as one of their
least favorite parts of locum work.
Based on this, we are led to believe that
providers earlier in their career are more
concerned about receiving benefits - could
this be because they’re not as familiar with
their options for alternate pay packages?
Or even because they are more likely to
compare their situation to peers who are in
permanent positions?
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Lack Of Benefits

53%

42%

Average

31%

30+ years

Least Favorite Parts of Locum
Work: Providers Who Chose
Lack of Benefits
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3E: Experience Level and Why They Continue
Why do you continue with locum tenens work?
We wanted to look at why providers continue to do locum work once they’ve started,
and specifically how their reasons change as they gain experience. When asked
about why they continue, 47% of all providers said they stick with locum work to
maintain control of their schedule. This is consistent with our other findings around
what people consider their favorite parts about being a locum tenens provider.

Top Reasons for Continuing Locum Work

47%

Control of schedule

39%

Greater earning potential

33%

Keep their skills sharp

Greater control of schedule is one of the most popular reasons to continue locum
work across all experience levels. However, the data does surface some interesting
differences when we look at how people with varying years of practice answer the
question of why they continue locum tenens.
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51%

Greater Earning Potential

39%

Average

Financial compensation and ability to maximize
earning potential is important across all
experience levels, but especially so for providers
who are just getting started. 51% of providers with
less than 5 years in practice list higher earning
potential as one of the key reasons to continue
with locum work, compared to 39% across all
respondents. This, again, aligns with what we found
when we asked about what they liked the most
about locum tenens.

Why They Continue: Providers Who
Chose Greater Earning Potential

Travel, New Skills, and Exploration
Providers with less than 5 years of experience most often chose travel (37%), learning
new skills (24%), and exploring new specialties, settings, and patient populations
(28%) when asked to explain why they continue doing locum work. This group of

providers is clearly taking advantage of locum opportunities
early in their career to explore, learn, and figure out what is right
for them!

Travel

37%

Learn New Skills

28%

24%
30%

15%

19%

Average

Average

Average

Why Less Experienced Providers Choose to Continue Locum Work
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Extending One’s Career
We already know that locum tenens work is popular among more experienced
providers, and the data gives us a glimpse into the reasons behind this.

For providers with 30+ years experience, the most important
reason to keep doing locum work is to keep their skills sharp.
43% in this group said they continue to do locum work for this reason, compared to
33% average across all experience levels. The second most important reason was
maintaining licenses, at 24% (compared to 17% average).
Overall, we felt that these results made a lot of sense. After all, providers with 30+
years experience are more likely to be later in their careers, thinking about retirement,
or pursuing a semi-retired locum lifestyle. Because of this, many will want to work less
overall, while still keeping up their clinical skills and license status. Locum tenens work
is an excellent opportunity to do just that.

Maintain Licenses

24%

Keep Skills Sharp

43%

17%

30+ years

Average

33%

30+ years

Average

Why More Experienced Providers Choose to Continue Locum Work
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Conclusion
Out of the 1,733 respondents who took our
survey, 943 said they had taken a locum
tenens assignment. We divided these
responses by years of experience, and
looked at their reasons behind doing locum
tenens work. Comparing these statistics,
we were able to gain insight that speaks to
the unique situations of locum providers at
different stages of their careers.
In the end, we found some interesting
correlations, especially when looking
through the lens of experience. For
providers with less experience, there is
more value placed around competitive
pay and travel. It became clear in our
results that providers early in their careers
appreciate the ability to gain different
experiences quickly, as they continue
locum work in order to explore new settings,
specialties, patient populations, and to
learn new skills.
As time spent in practice increased, our
respondents’ answers shifted to reflect a
different set of priorities. More tolerant of
non traditional work structure, Providers
with 30+ years in practice expressed high
interest in using locum tenens work to
extend their careers. Keeping skills sharp
and maintaining licenses were uniquely
appealing to this group of providers.

The above results may not come as a
surprise, considering what we know about
fresh medical school graduates and their
more senior colleagues. What we can take
away, however, goes beyond a new grad
wanting to explore or an experienced
provider’s desire to pick and choose
their work.

Behind these results, we see
overall themes of control,
freedom and independence
that are inherent with locum
tenens work, as well as unique
insight into how providers
leverage this control at
different stages in their careers.
Locum providers, regardless of experience,
all have the unique ability to customize
their work lives, giving them a level of
control that is fundamentally different from
other opportunities in medicine. Whether
providers use locum work for their full time
schedule or the once-in-a-while weekend
gig, the work itself is determined by a
providers’ unique preferences.

So while all experience groups see value in
locum tenens work, based on what we have
found, they do so for different reasons. For
highly experienced providers, retirement
isn’t black and white - and when given
control through locum work, they can
transition successful careers into a “semi
retired” lifestyle on their own terms. For
providers with less experience, locum work
allows for higher pay, the ability to explore,
the opportunity to gain new skills, and
control of schedule. When selecting their
assignments, , these providers prioritize
breadth of experience, competitive pay,
and frequent working hours.
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About Barton Associates
Founded in 2001, Barton Associates is a nationwide leader in the locum tenens
staffing industry. Barton offers broad staffing support for physicians, NPs, PAs, dentists,
and CRNAs, in a wide range of specialities.
Barton Associates provides nationwide support from offices in Massachusetts,
Arizona, Connecticut, Florida, New Hampshire, Nevada and Texas. Our clients and
providers receive 1:1 service, meaning a single point of contact will work to find the
best candidate or locum tenens job for you.
We also offer medical malpractice insurance, full service licensing, credentialing, and
travel teams, all of which help to get our providers on assignment faster. Contact a
Barton representative to find your next great job or candidate today!

Connect with us!
www.bartonassociates.com

info@bartonassociates.com

Barton Associates Inc.

Barton Associates

@bartonlocums

@bartonlocums
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